Ionic liquids offer a unique suite of properties that make them important candidates for a number of energy related applications. Cation-anion combinations that exhibit low volatility coupled with high electrochemical and thermal stability, as well as ionic conductivity, create the possibility of designing ideal electrolytes for batteries, super-capacitors, actuators, dye sensitised solar cells and thermoelectrochemical cells. In the field of water splitting to produce hydrogen they have been used to synthesize some of the best performing water oxidation catalysts and some members of the protic ionic liquid family co-catalyse an unusual, very high energy efficiency water oxidation process. As fuel cell electrolytes, the high proton conductivity of some of the protic ionic liquid family offers the potential of fuel cells operating in the optimum temperature region above 100 C. Beyond electrochemical applications, the low vapour pressure of these liquids, along with their ability to offer tuneable functionality, also makes them ideal as CO 2 absorbents for post-combustion CO 2 capture. Similarly, the tuneable phase properties of the many members of this large family of salts are also allowing the creation of phase-change thermal energy storage materials having melting points tuned to the application. This perspective article provides an overview of these developing energy related applications of ionic liquids and offers some thoughts on the emerging challenges and opportunities.
Introduction
Sustainability of energy supply has become one the great challenges of our time. The combination of concerns about the contribution of fossil fuels to greenhouse gas induced climate change, as well as the long term sustainability of their supply, has necessitated an increasingly urgent development of alternative approaches to energy generation and storage. Similarly, air quality related environmental concerns, as well as energy security, is driving the development of alternate energy sources for transportation including passenger vehicles. As increasingly larger solar and wind energy capacity is installed around the world, the intermittency of these sources is creating the need for large-scale energy storage solutions and variable-load applications, including fuel generation. At the same time, there is huge effort being applied to the minimisation of the impact of fossil fuel use via carbon capture technologies.
In all of this development activity, there is enormous potential for the discovery and application of new materials that offer signicant improvements in the way that energy is generated, stored and delivered. Ionic liquids (ILs) are one such family of materials that are beginning to have an impact on a broad swath of energy technologies, offering a range of properties that can be tuned to optimise their performance in a variety of contexts. As liquid salts, dominated by strong electrostatic forces between their molecular ions, the key properties that certain members of this huge family of compounds offer is low volatility/ammability and high chemical and electrochemical stability. This makes them potentially ideal as solvents and electrolytes, and in electrochemical applications their intrinsic ionic conductivity is also an important feature.
However, the properties of ILs vary enormously as a function of their molecular structure and considerable effort has been devoted to identifying and understanding those that have superior properties in any given application. Our goal in this article therefore is to provide a perspective on how, and why, ionic liquids are impacting on a range of electrochemical technologies, including advanced batteries, dye sensitised solar cells, double layer capacitors, actuators, fuel cells, thermo-cells and water splitting, as well as in non-electrochemical areas including carbon capture and in emerging thermal energy storage applications. Since the literature is voluminous we have only made reference to some of the key, recent and exemplary papers in each eld, sufficient to provide some background and in the hope that these will provide a starting point for the interested reader to follow.
Ionic liquids in advanced battery technologies
Lithium and lithium-ion cells
The attractive properties of ILs, in particular the high electrochemical stability of some cation and anion types, lend themselves to application in high-energy electrochemical devices such as lithium batteries. One of the key advantages that they offer as electrolytes is low volatility and ammability, hence offering the possibility of enhanced safety and stability. For an excellent summary of the properties and development of lithium ion rechargeable batteries generally, the reader is referred to a recent perspective article by Goodenough and Park. 1 Early reports of ILs offering sufficient stability for lithium electrochemistry in quaternary ammonium and phosphonium [NTf 2 ] À ILs 2,3 sparked the interest of battery researchers (structures and nomenclature of some commonly used ILs are summarised in Fig. 1 ). Cyclic pyrrolidinium and piperidinium [NTf 2 ] À ILs, which are typically less viscous and slightly more cathodically stable than the aliphatic cations, were then shown to support highly efficient lithium cycling. 4 A large number of publications have subsequently explored variations of IL cation (dominated by small aliphatic and cyclic ammonium cations) and anion (dominated by [NTf 2 ] À and [BF 4 ] À ) combinations with a range of lithium battery anodes and cathodes. 5 Matsumoto 6 has reported high rate cycling of a Li|LiCoO 2 cell incorporating a pyrrolidinium FSI IL, demonstrating the ability of this smaller amide anion to promote higher transport rates. In addition this anion avoided the need for additives 7 to prevent irreversible interaction of the IL cation at graphitic carbon electrodes, indicating a probable chemical role in forming a surface layer on the electrode. 8 Application of small phosphonium cations (with [NTf 2 ] À ) has also been reported, 9 including their use with high voltage cathodes. 10 Within this relatively narrow group of ILs, reliable cell cycling with other highcapacity and/or high-voltage electrodes including sulfur, 11 silicon, 12 polyaniline CNTs, 13 LiMn 1.5 Ni 0.5 O 4 (ref. 14) and LiV-PO 4 F (ref. 15 ) has also been reported recently.
Throughout the evolution of ionic liquid electrolytes for lithium batteries the importance of the fate of the dissolved lithium ion and its speciation in the bulk liquid has been recognised, both in terms of its inuence on ion transport and on interactions at the electrode surface. Design of both the cation and anion functionality (e.g., alkoxy and cyano functionality) and the use of additives and diluents (e.g., vinylene carbonate) have been explored as methods to inuence the electrolyte properties in this regard. [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] The formation of protective surface lms (also known as the solid electrolyte interphase -SEI) 4, 21 and the importance of the role of IL interfacial and bulk structuring on electrochemical stability, ion transport and charge transfer has been discussed. 22, 23 Lane recently reported a detailed assessment of the cation reduction reactions occurring at negative electrodes for the most common ILs. 24 Taken together, these studies (and others beyond the scope of this article) now provide an understanding of the role of the specic interactions in each IL system (e.g. cation and anion association, speciation, electrochemical stability, decomposition products and interfacial structuring) that inuence lithium ion transport and the electrode interactions that occur in an operating lithium cell. However, uncertainty still remains as to the mechanism by which Li salt addition results in an extension of the cathodic reduction limit. 25 The relative importance of the chemical breakdown of the IL constituents to form a SEI versus cation-anion interfacial structuring and speciation to exclude reactive constituents, is not clearly understood and further research in this area is needed to better inform the design of new IL electrolytes.
The growing need for large-scale energy storage to ameliorate the intermittency aspect of renewable energy installations will provide further stimulus for IL electrolyte development, with requirements for high energy density becoming less important compared to safety and robustness, very long cycle life and an ability to operate at elevated temperatures. This provides an excellent opportunity for ILs to come to the fore, with their intrinsic stability offering possible solutions to the shortcomings of current technology in this regard. Recent efforts to develop prototype batteries for this type of application have highlighted the feasibility of IL electrolytes, for example in combination with photovoltaic panels where thermal stability is important and rate limitations are less so. 26 However, despite such extensive study and demonstrated wide applicability of a variety of different ILs in various Li cell congurations of different energy and power capabilities, no commercial application of batteries incorporating IL electrolytes has yet been developed. It would seem this is due in part to the prohibitive expense of ILs in comparison to the conventional carbonate solvents, in particular of some of the uorinated amide anions. If we accept that the inherent cost of current IL electrolytes is prohibitive for the development of commercial devices, then strategies to either reduce cost or increase value are required. The most obvious strategy is to continue to explore and develop lower cost cations and anions; the recent demonstration of Li cells incorporating a pyrrolidinium dicyanamide IL, Fig. 2 , demonstrates some progress in this direction by avoiding the use of uorinated anions. 27 Another avenue will emerge from the inherent stability of ILs, aiming to develop batteries capable of very large numbers of charge-discharge cycles, particularly under adverse thermal conditions. This has been initially demonstrated for devices based on stable intercalation electrodes (i.e., Li 4 Ti 5 O 12 and LiFePO 4 ) where substantial efforts have been made to demonstrate prototype devices with high cycle stability. 28 The other signicant factor limiting application relates to the relatively low rate capability displayed by IL based batteries, owing mainly to the greater viscosity of the electrolyte, particularly aer Li salt addition which contributes to stronger ion association in the electrolyte. Progress on this issue has emerged recently from the FSI family of ILs, where very high lithium ion contents have been found to support substantial charge-discharge rates, 6 although this has come at the cost of reduced stability. 29 Clearly these concerns about thermal stability and safety of ILs of this anion need to be further investigated. 29, 30 More recently, to overcome both the issues of cost and rate capability (particularly at low temperature), studies which investigate blended systems of ILs with conventional carbonate based electrolytes have become increasingly common. [31] [32] [33] In this case, the ILs are incorporated to increase the ionic strength of the electrolyte and hence manipulate ion dynamics, interfacial stability and, most importantly, ammability.
Recently, research focus has turned to high-energy electrode combinations such as Li-O 2 and Li-S rechargeable cells to address the limitations of current Li-ion devices. Particularly in the case of Li-O 2 , problems associated with electrolyte decomposition at the cathode, and the need for high efficiency Li cycling at the anode requires signicant focus on electrolyte development. 34 Mizuno et al. 35 assessed the stability of a range of electrolytes based on the calculated Mulliken charge for each atom. It was determined that a piperidinium [NTf 2 ] À IL should possess stability towards the O 2 À radical anion and this was conrmed by demonstrating a cell with reduced cathodic polarization compared to a carbonate electrolyte. Higashi et al. 36 subsequently showed improved performance by the incorporation of an ether functionalised cation (N,N-diethyl-N-methyl-N-(2-methoxyethyl) ammonium, [DEME], Fig. 1 ). Allen et al. 37 reported a strong correlation between the oxygen reduction reaction products and the ionic charge density of the IL cation, which was rationalised in terms of the Lewis acidity of the cation present in the electrolyte, indicating that 'so' IL cations could stabilise the superoxide anion in the presence of hard acids such as Li + . The demonstration of stabilised superoxide species in a phosphonium IL in the presence of water further supports this notion. 38 Also highlighting the relevance of the hydrophobic nature of some ILs, Zhang and Zhou 39 recently reported the development of single-walled carbon nanotube cross-linked network IL gels for use as air cathodes.
Although the vast majority of research investigating ILs for lithium batteries has been devoted to their use as electrolytes, it may eventuate that their most prominent and valuable contribution will come from their use as a solvent for the synthesis of inorganic electrode materials. The development of ionothermal synthetic methods [40] [41] [42] has offered unprecedented opportunities to expand the way in which inorganic materials can be synthesised. These lower temperature procedures create the possibility of reduced costs and the ability of ILs to stabilise metastable phases offers a range of attractive new low-cost/high energy materials that were previously inaccessible.
Sodium and sodium-ion cells
In recent years concerns about the sustainability of lithium supplies, and therefore its cost, have prompted researchers to consider other anodic metals such as sodium, magnesium and zinc that are signicantly more abundant, environmentally friendly and safer (in the case of Mg and Zn in particular) than lithium. Increasing numbers of electric vehicles and the application of lithium based batteries for large scale stationary energy storage, involving load levelling and storage for intermittent renewable electricity generation, will undoubtedly put pressure on the supply and cost of lithium. Thus other technologies, including Na-ion, Mg-air and Znair batteries, whilst not providing the same energy density as lithium, may be potential alternatives for certain applications. IL electrolytes are an obvious choice for these devices for all of the reasons that they are useful in lithium devicesi.e., large electrochemical window, low volatility and high thermal stability. To date there are only a few publications detailing IL electrolytes studied in these emerging applications. In the case of Na batteries, Buchner et al. 43 have reported conductivity, dielectric properties and viscosity of NaBF 4 in 1-butyl-3-methyl imidazolium ILs and shown that, unlike lithium, the sodium salt has only a minor inuence on the transport properties of the IL. On the other hand Egashira et al. have suggested that NaBF 4 is not very soluble in tetralkylammonium based ILs and have explored the ternary mixture with a methyl ether capped polyether as a coordinating agent. 44 Recently an investigation of [C 4 mpyr]-[NTf 2 ], doped with NaNTf 2 has been reported; 45 in addition to describing the conductivity, viscosity and ion association in these electrolytes, reversible sodium deposition and stripping was demonstrated as shown in Fig. 3 . On the other hand, inorganic IL systems based on NaFSI-KFSI and NaNTf 2 -CsNTf 2 binary mixtures have been reported by Nohira and co-workers 46,47 as intermediate-temperature ionic liquid systems. These ILs possess wide electrochemical windows, up to 5.2 V at 363 K, and Na battery devices were found to perform well at operating temperatures between 333 and 393 K.
It is clear from this emerging work that ILs may offer the same advantages as electrolytes for sodium based battery systems as they do for lithium, however it would be a mistake to assume that the SEI related transport phenomena will be identical and therefore further study of the formation and nature of SEI layer formation on sodium in ILs is needed.
Magnesium batteries
In the case of Mg anodes, the use of ionic liquid mixtures have been reported recently as electrolytes for both primary magnesium-air devices 48, 49 as well as in reversible Mg devices. 50, 51 The literature remains unclear in regard to the reversibility of Mg electrochemistry and this area is in need of considerable further investigation. Whilst reduction of Mg from an electrolyte onto a metal substrate can be achieved quite readily, its subsequent dissolution is less apparent. Early work from Wang and co-workers 52 suggested that mixtures of [C 4 mim][BF 4 ] and N-methyl-N-propylpiperidinium[NTf 2 ], in a ratio of 4 : 1, and in the presence of 0.3 M MgNTf 2 allowed the reversible deposition and dissolution of magnesium metal. The evidence supporting this was, however, not clear as cyclic voltammograms were not reported and instead the cycling of a cell consisting of a magnesium counter-electrode and a polished silver working electrode was studied. The data showed that initially there was instability in the deposition-dissolution cycles which the authors attributed to complex interfacial chemistry, but eventually a stable reversible signal was obtained and they suggested that this was evidence for 100% reversible cycling of Mg. In our experience, in ILs based on uorinated anions, Mg and its alloys readily passivate 53, 54 and therefore it is more likely that the data presented by Wang et al. is due to a short circuit that has developed in the cell due to cycling, which is also consistent with the very low overpotentials measured. Furthermore, in these experiments, the use of a Ag working electrode in their work complicates study of reversible Mg cycling due to alloying with the Ag. Thus the high efficiency reversible cycling of Mg in an IL remains an important goal. The electrochemical behaviour of magnesium perchlorate in ILs has been investigated by Sutto 53, 54 we should also consider that decreased performance of the device may be related to this factor.
On the other hand, Yoshimoto et al. have shown that electrochemical deposition and dissolution of Mg can be achieved in organic solutions based on alkylmagnesium bromides in THF (i.e., Grignard type reagents) with various ILs, in particular imidazolium cations substituted in the 1, 2 and 3 positions to avoid excessive reactivity with the Grignard reagent. 51 It thus appears that the Grignard chemistry approach to design of the IL electrolyte may be one of the ways forward in the Mg battery area.
Metal-air batteriesprimary and secondary
Interest in metal-air primary batteries has accelerated recently driven by concepts that envisage a rapid exchange of an electric vehicle battery pack at a changeover station, as a way of solving the intrinsically slow recharge rate problem associated with most rechargeable battery technologies (to put this recharge problem into perspective it is worth noting that most petrol bowsers deliver energy to the vehicle at the rate of about 40 MJ s À1 , or 40 MW,a rate extraordinarily difficult to match with electrical technologies). IL based electrolytes consisting of quaternary phosphonium chlorides have been shown recently to support magnesium discharge with current densities up to 1 mA cm À2 and to sustain a Mg-air primary device for up to 3 weeks with a stable cell voltage of about 1.5-1.6 V. 48, 49 Water is an intrinsic feature of the oxygen reduction reaction in a practical air electrode and it was shown that an electrolyte with 8 mol% water in the IL gave the best performance. It was hypothesized that this led to an amorphous gel-like interphase that supported magnesium ion transport, in addition to improving the uidity of the electrolyte and hence improving ion transport. In this context, the oxygen reduction reaction generally requires a proton source which, in some instances, has been shown to be abstracted from the IL cation 57 leading to a 1e À reduction process for O 2 . However, the presence of water or other protic additives can support either the 1e À , 38 2e À , or even the 4e À reduction process which is more efficient, leading to a lower overpotential and higher current densities. 58 Continuing work is investigating IL mixtures whereby the ionic components can be designed to control the interfacial properties and solubility of Mg 2+ complexes aer discharge. Given the importance of the interfacial layer in the successful cycling of Li anodes and the apparent role of the interphase in these Mg-air devices, it may be possible to design the interphase on the Mg electrode to enable reversibility in a Mg-air device. This would require the formation and retention of complexes in the interphase that could readily be reduced. Such a rechargeable Mg-air device would be a signicant advance in the energy storage eld.
IL electrolytes have also recently been shown to support reversible deposition and dissolution of Zn for application in secondary zinc batteries. 59 However, only modest current densities were obtained when zinc was deposited on a magnesium alloy electrode at potentials as negative as À2.3 V vs. Fc 0/+ . Recently, it was shown that the nature of the anion in the Zn 2+ salt added to [C 2 mim][dca] had a dramatic effect on the Zn 2+ electrochemistry; 60 when Zn[dca] 2 was used in place of ZnCl 2 , higher currents and more positive potentials for deposition were observed. Spectroscopic data suggests that the favourable electrochemistry and transport properties are probably due to the formation of a Zn/dca À complex anions in the mixture. 59 Reversible deposition/ dissolution of Zn was also recently demonstrated in ILs based on quaternary alkoxy alkylammonium cations with varying oligoether side chain and the [NTf 2 ] À anion. 62 The cation was designed to act as a chelating species for Zn 2+ which would have the two-fold effects of (i) avoiding the formation of neutral species or even anionic species due to association of Zn 2+ with the anion and (ii) forming cationic complexes between the IL cation and the Zn 2+ . Both of these factors would contribute to improved electrochemical performance in a device. The work thus far shows a promising future for reversible Zn-air batteries based on ILs, although the reversible oxygen reduction reaction still remains a major challenge in this family of electrolytes. However much further work investigating and understanding speciation in multi-valent metal ion-IL mixtures, of the type pioneered by Rocher et al., 63 is desperately needed.
Application of ionic liquids to advanced fuel cell concepts
Until the last decade or so, it seems that, despite the 150 year history of fuel cell studies, no-one had considered, or at least succeeded in using, proton carriers other than hydronium ions or hydroxide ions in a fuel cell. This of course served to conne fuel cell science to the use of aqueous electrolytes of acid or basic character. In 1998, Kreuer et al. 64 made an attempt to use the imidazole molecule as a proton transfer agent in polymer membranes, but the polymers of choice were too limiting in the transport process for much success to be achieved. A more promising result was obtained by Sun et al. 65 by substituting protic imidazolium ILs, and mixtures of these with imidazole, for the water in a Naon membrane. The Watanabe group, using protic ILs of the type being synthesized by the Ohno group 66 demonstrated proton transport in a concentrated nonaqueous solution of imidazolium [NTf 2 ] À in excess imidazole 67 and reported the successful implementation of this principle in a simple fuel cell ( Fig. 4 ). 68 Parallel efforts of the Angell group concentrated on the use of ethylammonium nitrate for a similar purpose, and succeeded in being granted the rst patent issued on IL electrolyte-based fuel cells. 69 Apart from the novelty, the excitement in the fuel cell eld created by the Susan et al. publication 67 arose partly because of the possibility of creating electrolytes that were not limited by the solvent water, but could be highly variable, including neutral, in character, while remaining highly conducting. Furthermore, the anhydrous and high temperature conditions of operation permitted by such electrolytes raised the possibility of working under conditions that would eliminate both carbon monoxide poisoning, and noble metal catalyst corrosion.
A further step away from the connes of aqueous solution fuel cell electrolytes was taken more recently by Belieres et al. 70 who recognized that the small cation NH 4 + might serve the same purpose as H 3 O + . They described liquid electrolytes based on a number of ammonium salt mixtures that had eutectic melting temperatures below 100 C (hence qualied as inorganic ILs) and that could yield polarization curves competitive with those of hydrated phosphoric acid in the mid-temperature range (100-200 C) . Systems containing the nitrate anion prove to have narrow ranges of current density in which there appears to be almost no energy barrier to oxygen reduction. The reasons for this are still not claried, though they are presumably related to some instability of the nitrate anion. This work revealed a systematic trend with increasing anion pK a to maximize the open circuit voltage of the fuel cell at an intermediate pK a value. A more detailed study of this effect by Miran et al. 71 conrms the general trend, and renes its quantitative aspects.
A wide range of ammonium cation based protic ionic liquids (PILs) were recently studied and characterised for their potential fuel cell applications by Lee et al. 72 The important but difficult step of incorporating the preferred PIL electrolyte, diethylmethylammonium triate ([dema][TfO]), into a suitable membrane electrode assembly MEA was then undertaken by the same group. 73 This eld of application of ILs in medium temperature range fuel cells clearly has an important potential and further electrochemical and property studies are needed in the >100 C range. One of the interesting perspectives that this eld highlights is that applications of liquid salts is not limited to <100 C and that salts of both organic and inorganic nature having melting points around and above 100 C are equally of interest in both this application and potentially many others.
Dye sensitised solar cells
The dye-sensitised solar cell (DSSC) 74 is a photo-electrochemical device that has the potential to be signicantly cheaper to manufacture than traditional semiconductor photovoltaics. These devices can also be exible, lightweight, different colours, and may offer better performance under low light (e.g. indoor) conditions. However, this technology is yet to be widely commercialised, with improvements in efficiency, stability and cost still required. The highest conrmed DSSC solar conversion efficiency reported to date is 11.9 AE 0.4% using an acetonitrilebased electrolyte, 75 but this drops signicantly upon use of an IL electrolyte. 76 As for most of the other energy applications discussed in this article, the interest in using ILs as non-volatile electrolytes in DSSCs stems from the desire to develop longer lasting devices. The repeated exposure of DSSCs to solar heating (>70 C for up to 10% of their operating life 77 ), makes the development of stable devices particularly challenging and the volatility of traditional aprotic electrolytes is a signicant issue.
The components of a traditional "sandwich structure" DSSC, including a number of the materials variations that have been explored in IL-based devices, is shown in Fig. 5 . Generally, IL electrolytes for DSSCs utilise a combination of a redox active salt with a low viscosity IL, to optimise the diffusion rate of the redox couple. 78 A range of additives then optimise the kinetics of the electron transfer processes occurring at the photoanode. 79 80 which yields 8.4% efficiency. This latter electrolyte uses a more available IL anion, but also contains 4-tert-butylpyridine that could result in lower long-term stability. One of the important features of this report, however, is the facile adjustment of the position of the titania conduction band through gradual addition of a lithium salt, thus allowing the kinetics of the electron injection from the dye to the TiO 2 to be optimised. 80 The nature of the IL, in particular basic anions such as dicyanamide, can also signicantly affect the position of the conduction band edge and thus the open circuit voltage (V oc ) of the device. 78, 81 The reasons for the high efficiency of these two IL electrolyte systems are manyfold and highlight the general requirements for DSSC IL-redox electrolytes: (i) a high redox couple diffusion rate (for the I À /I 3 À couple this can be augmented by an additional Grotthuss mechanism 82 ), (ii) fast electron donation by the I À to regenerate the dye, (iii) slow charge recombination between the I 3 À and the injected electron at the photoanode, (iv) good electrochemical reversibility (which will also depend on the nature of the electrocatalyst), and (v) larger electron diffusion lengths, as a result of screening of the photoinjected electrons in the TiO 2 lm by the IL. 76 There are a number of limitations of these redox electrolyte systems that suggest important areas for further development. The energy level of the redox electrolyte should be close enough to the dye to ensure good electron transfer (ca. 0.2-0.3 eV (ref. 83)) but not so close that the V oc of the device is unduly limited. Of the plethora of alternative redox couples explored to replace I À /I 3 À , 84,85 few have been successfully utilised in ILs. The recent report of a high efficiency cobalt-based redox couple that can produce an efficiency of 12.3% when used with a molecular solvent, 86 highlights the advances that can be made in the redox couple area. 87 However, the use of a Co redox couple has not yet been reported in IL electrolytes. There is also considerable scope for the counter ion in these salts to be tuned to suit the IL ions (similar developments are discussed further in the thermoelectrochemical cells section below), which would help to address mass transport limitations resulting from the high viscosity of the ILs. The inuence of the DSSC components on the different photovoltaic parameters is, to a large extent, inter-related and high efficiency IL-based devices require specic optimisation of each component. 78, 79, 83, 88, 89 For example, the larger extinction coefficients of organic or phorphyrin dyes compared to Rubased dyes can allow the use of thinner photoanode lms, helping address any problems of shorter electron diffusion lengths and lifetimes and slow ionic diffusion through the TiO 2 lm that can be present with IL electrolytes. The limited studies of porphyrin dyes thus far have produced 4.9% efficiencies with [C 2 mim][B(CN) 4 ]-based IL electrolytes. 90 The benets of using ILs may be more compelling in the development of exible DSSCs on plastic substrates. 91 These devices are more suitable for large scale manufacture via roll-toroll processes, are lighter and have a wider range of possible applications. The use of ILs would reduce problems of solvent evaporation through the plastic substrates, thus potentially increasing long-term performance. However, these substrates are also permeable to H 2 O and O 2 , which may enter the cell during sustained use, and the ITO layer can be corroded by electrolyte additives such as LiI. 92 The impact of these effects on the performance of IL-based exible DSSCs is still to be claried and thorough studies on the long-term performance of these devices is urgently needed.
Few of the alternative counter electrode materials reported 93, 94 have yet been studied with ILs and this is clearly an important area of future work. Electrochemically deposited CoS nanoparticles can exhibit electrocatalytic activity equivalent to Pt in [C 2 mim][B(CN) 4 ] electrolyte; 6.5% efficiency was achieved and 85% of this is retained aer 1000 hours light soaking at 60 C. 95 This type of accelerated lifetime testing is extremely important for device development and is an area of research that is still signicantly lacking in the eld. Other alternative electrode materials that have shown promise with ILs include graphene nanoplatelets, which can have lower charge transfer resistance for I À /I 3 À in an IL electrolyte than in a molecular solvent. 96 However, the charge transfer resistance still needs to be reduced by an order of magnitude in order to achieve good performance at full light intensity. PEDOT electrocatalysts can also give lower charge transfer resistances than Pt when used with ILs, possibly as a result of a larger surface area that is more suitable for the high I À /I 3 À concentrations used in IL electrolytes. 97, 98 For the ultimate IL-based DSSC, it would be preferable to utilise the ionic electrolyte in a quasi-solid state form, to reduce leakage, as long as the diffusion rate of the redox couple could be maintained. Options include ILs physically gelled through the addition of polymers or nanoparticles. 78, 79, 89 Organic ionic plastic crystals (OIPCs) can also allow sufficient rates of I À /I 3 À diffusion to support device efficiencies of >5%, 99 and good performance at high temperatures. 100 These solid-state analogues of ILs contain some degree of structural disorder, with either rotational or translational motion of the ions possible, leading to high solid state ionic conductivities. There is signicant scope for further developing these materials for DSSC applications as there is a plethora of ion types available, the nature of which can be chosen to directly improve the photovoltaic performance. 78 In the future the development of an array of different DSSC device structures, utilising ILs to ensure maximum device lifetimes, may be key to improving their widespread utility. For example monolithic cells, which use a single conducting glass substrate, with a porous carbon counter electrode, thus reducing the cost and enabling large scale fabrication; 101 when used with a [C 2 mim][B(CN) 4 ]-based electrolyte these devices show good stability during storage in the dark at 85 C for 1000 hours, 102 but more accelerated lifetime testing under constant illumination is needed. Similarly, recently described wireshaped DSSCs, 103 for applications such as electronic textiles, 104 will ultimately require a non-volatile IL type of electrolyte and represent an exciting new direction in the eld.
Thermo-electrochemical cells
Thermo-electrochemical cells are the electrochemical equivalents of traditional semiconductor-based thermoelectric devices. The cells can directly convert thermal energy into electrical energy and offer the possibility of harvesting useful amounts of energy from available heat sources, for example from power station waste heat, or geothermal sources. The electrolyte requirements of these cells are very similar to the DSSCs discussed above and much of that science is now being transferred to this emerging eld. As shown in Fig. 6 , the cell is based on an electrochemical redox couple, such as the [Fe(CN) 6 ] 3À /[Fe(CN) 6 ] 4À , in an ionically conducting phase, with the two electrodes held at different temperatures. 105, 106 The temperature difference between the two electrodes generates a voltage difference according to the Seebeck coefficient, S e ¼ vE(T)/vT, where E(T) is the electrode potential of the redox couple. Thermo-electrochemical cells can be regarded as renewable energy systems because they can produce a constant voltage with no overall change in electrolyte composition as long as there is a constant supply of thermal energy. However, until recently, these devices have predominantly utilised waterbased electrolytes, 105, 106 which restricts their operating temperatures to less than 100 C, severely limiting their range of application.
Thermodynamically, the temperature dependence of the electrode potential is associated with the reaction entropy of the redox couple, DS rc , such that vE(T)/vT ¼ nFDS rc , where n is the number of electrons involved in the redox reaction and F is Faraday's constant. 107 Thus, it is anticipated that the Seebeck coefficient is correlated with the structural changes of the redox species as well as the surrounding solvent, during the redox process. 107 As discussed above, many ionic liquids such as [C 4 mpyr]-[NTf 2 ] display a wide liquid temperature range. This is a key property prompting their use in thermo-electrochemical cells, allowing access to a wider temperature range of heat sources and producing higher output cell voltages due to the ability to utilise larger temperature differences between the two electrodes. In addition, the devices would have longer service lifetimes as a result of the negligible vapour pressure of the IL. Importantly, in some cases the IL may produce higher Seebeck coefficients via the different solvent environment they represent. Thus an understanding of how the IL inuences the reaction entropy for different redox couples is fundamental to this application. Migita Fig. 7 shows the Seebeck coefficient plotted as a function of the charge density of the redox couple in their work. Among them, [Fe(CN) 6 ] 3À /[Fe(CN) 6 ] 4À showed the highest Seebeck coefficient, 1.49 mV K À1 , 108 which is similar to the value in aqueous systems. 106 The Seebeck coefficients of [Fe(bpy) 3 have recently investigated the Seebeck coefficient of the I 3 À /I À redox couple in a series of ILs, the results, ranging from 0.03 to 0.26 mV K À1 , depending on the nature of both the cation and anion. While the Seebeck coefficients of this redox couple are not high compared to the metal complexes with high charge density, a high output current is produced, potentially due to the very high diffusion rates produced by the Grotthuss-like ion transport of I 3 À /I À . 82 The thermal conductivity of the IL is also a key parameter determining the efficient conversion of thermal to electrical energy in these devices. The reported values of the thermal conductivity of ILs are typically signicantly lower than that of water (for example, 0.2 W m À1 K À1 for [C 2 mim][BF 4 ] compared to 0.6 W m À1 K À1 for water 112, 113 ). This is advantageous for efficient thermo-electrochemical cell applications, because materials with a low thermal conductivity suppress thermal energy loss across the cell and allow a larger temperature difference to be maintained between the two electrodes. Further work in understanding the role of ion structure in determining the thermal conductivity would be of signicant assistance in this eld.
Abraham and co-workers have demonstrated an IL-based thermoelectrochemical cell operating at 70 C/10 C for the hot/cold electrodes, respectively. 114 The [Fe(CN) 6 ] 3À /[Fe(CN) 6 ] 4À redox couple dissolved in choline[H 2 PO 4 ], with various amounts of water, was used as the electrolyte. The electrodes for both the hot and cold side used single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) to achieve a high surface area. This is the rst report of a functioning thermo-electrochemical device using an ionic liquid. 114 More recently the same group has described an operating cell based on a novel, high Seebeck coefficient Co(II)/Co(III) redox couple operating in various ILs. 115 To fully realise the potential of ionic liquids in thermoelectrochemical applications, future research is desperately needed in a number of areas: (i) exploration of a wider variety of redox couples, to identify those with the largest DS rc , (ii) further understanding via theoretical and MD simulations of how the ionic liquid inuences this entropy change, (iii) investigation of alternative electrode/electrocatalytic materials to optimise surface kinetics and reduce cost and (iv) further development of prototype devices and thorough investigation of the factors limiting their performance.
Supercapacitors
Electrochemical capacitors (ECs) or supercapacitors are electrochemical energy storage devices that deliver high energy for short timesup to a few seconds. Different to the battery systems discussed above, they store the charge by fast surface processes, namely ion adsorption from an electrolyte into either (i) the double layer on the electrode in Electrical Double Layer Capacitors (EDLCs), or (ii) fast surface redox reactions in pseudo-capacitive materials. These systems are already commercialized in numerous applications, where high power delivery is needed for a few seconds, such as in power electronics and in tramways, aircra, cars and energy harvesting. 116 Thanks to their attractive properties of signicance to these devices, including high electrochemical stability, thermal stability, melting points below 20 C and low vapour pressure, 117 ILs have attracted much interest in the past decade for use in supercapacitors. 22 They were rst used in EDLCs as salts in solvent-based electrolytes to produce highly conducting electrolytes, 118, 119 thanks to the high solubility of ionic liquids in most of the organic solvents used in supercapacitors. 120, 121 However, despite noticeable improvements, for example as reported by Balducci and Krause, 122 the cell voltage is limited by the electrochemical voltage window of the solvent. 123 Thus, these incremental improvements have to be put in perspective with the breakthrough that could be generated by ILs in terms of energy density. Energy in a capacitor is related to electrode voltage via E ¼ 1/2CV 2 where E is the energy (J), C the capacitance (F) and V the cell voltage (V). Being proportional to V 2 , signicant improvement in the energy density can be achieved by increasing the cell voltage. 116 Typically, the cell voltage is mainly limited by the electrochemical stability of the electrolyte used. In aqueous electrolytes, cell voltage cannot go beyond 1.0 V in most cases. In non-aqueous electrolytes, cell voltage reaches 2.7 V thanks to the use of organic solvents like acetonitrile or propylene carbonate; cell voltages up to 2.85 V or 3 V have been reported using acetonitrile. Beyond that, irreversible redox reactions occur resulting in a constant degradation of the cell performance. According to the above equation, moving from 2.7 V to 3.7 V would lead in a 50% energy increase; this is where ILs have a key role to play.
Safe operation at elevated temperatures may also be achieved by using IL electrolytes in EC systems, and one of the rst demonstrations of this was that of Mastragostino's group. [124] [125] [126] Using activated carbon as the negative electrode and polymethylthiophene as the positive electrode in a pyrrolidiniumbased IL electrolyte, they demonstrated a voltage window up to 3.5 V, resulting in enhanced stability and energy density. 125 However, the limited ionic conductivity below room temperature, as well as the high viscosity of these electrolytes constrained the operating temperature of the systems to >50 C. Similar results were obtained using carbon/carbon systems in neat IL electrolytes. [127] [128] [129] Despite the large voltage window (3.5 V) and high capacitance retention during cycling, the power capability was strongly affected by a decrease of the operating temperature below 10 C. 127 Another detrimental effect was the limited accessibility of the IL to the small pores of the high surface area activated carbons, resulting in only modest capacitance.
Other strategies are thus needed for exploiting the exceptional properties of IL electrolytes. One approach involves adding a pseudocapacitive contribution like that observed in sulphuric acid electrolytes. Thus, Protic Ionic Liquids (PILs) were investigated. As a result, an important capacitance increase beyond 120 F g À1 has been reported for porous carbons at room temperature, with good low temperature behaviour. 130 However, the easy proton transfer narrows the electrochemical voltage windows because of redox reactions, resulting in maximum voltage of about 2 V (see Fig. 8 ) 131 and current work is directed towards the design of stable PILs at high voltage. The control of the water content is also a major challenge.
Recently, another approach was proposed to tackle the low conductivity and high viscosity issues of ILs. It was shown that the right combination of nanostructured carbon (nanotubes, onions or graphene) electrodes and eutectic mixture ILs can dramatically extend the temperature range of electrical energy storage, thus defying the conventional wisdom that ILs can only be used as electrolytes above room temperature, Fig. 9 . 132 Following pioneering work of Passerini's group, 133, 134 it was possible to prevent an ordered arrangement and crystallization of the IL by selecting a combination of cations with the same anion, thereby inhibiting the formation of the crystalline lattice. 132 A eutectic mixture (1 : 1 by weight or mole ratio) of N-methyl-Npropylpiperidinium[FSI] and [C 4 mpyr][FSI] was designed accordingly. Using activated graphene as the active material, the operating temperature of a supercapacitor cell was extended to the À50-100 C range, while the cell voltage was increased up to 3.7 V. Carbon capacitance reached 170 F g À1 at room temperature, still maintaining 100 F g À1 at À50 C. 135 The challenge is now improvement of the electrode areal capacitance (F cm À2 ).
While ILs are today extensively studied for energy storage devices, they have also been used as model materials/ electrolytes by theoreticians for addressing fundamental concerns raised by the capacitance increase and the ion transfer in carbon nanopores. 116 Revisiting the double layer charging mechanism, several new models describing the double layer structure in such conned environments have been successfully proposed. Starting from the concept of over-screening proposed by Kornyshev's group at the planar graphite electrode, 136, 137 Shim and Kim proposed the exclusion of counter ions in small pores. 138 Also, several groups reported a capacitance oscillation from constructive superposition of ion densities [139] [140] [141] or the decrease of the approach distance of the ions to the carbon surface. 142 As a result, this eld is now expanding and needless to say forthcoming results will be of great help in improving our basic understanding of these fundamental issues, with applications both in, and beyond, the energy storage area.
Research on the design of IL electrolytes for supercapacitor applications has seen a tremendous increase during the past few years, stimulated by growing large scale applications of these devices. Different from battery applications where the electrolyte composition and stability must t with the requirements of SEI formation, electrochemical kinetics and electrode processes, there is potentially more room for breakthroughs in supercapacitor applications. Designing the electrolyte in conjunction with the nano-structure of the carbon is certainly an important way forward for developing the next generation of high energy supercapacitors that can operate over a large temperature range. The search for new electrolytes based on ILs could also offer an opportunity to standardize the electrochemical tests and methods used in laboratories world-wide for evaluating electrolyte stabilities for supercapacitor applications. Moving from basic constant-current charge-discharge tests at room temperature to more revealing constant potential experiments at elevated temperature (e.g. 60 C) for hundreds of hours is needed for a proper assessment of the electrolyte stability. 143 
Actuators
The electro-mechanical actuator is an electrochemical device that converts electrical energy into mechanical energy; its electrochemical operation benets from the same advantages of IL electrolytes over volatile solvent based electrolytes, as all of the other devices discussed above. Electroactive polymer (EAP) actuators are expected to be the next generation of driving parts because they are easily controllable and have unique features such as so motion, light weight, and ease and exibility of processing. [144] [145] [146] [147] [148] [149] [150] [151] [152] [153] The EAP actuators are classied into two groups: one is the electronic EAP actuator and the other is the ionic EAP actuator (Fig. 10) . 144, 145 The electronic EAP is driven by coulombic attraction between two exible electrodes deposited on both sides of an insulating elastomer membrane. 146 The application of a high voltage (>1 kV) generates attractive force between the two electrodes, which collapses the elastomer. On the other hand, the ionic EAP actuators are driven by migration or diffusion of ions in the electrolyte and generally exhibit large deformation at low voltages (<5 V), as seen in conducting polymer, [148] [149] [150] ionic-polymer metal composite, 151, 152 and carbon nanotube based variations. 153 However, conventional ionic EAP actuators suffer a drawback in durability under open atmosphere conditions owing to the evaporation of solvents contained in the actuators. Moreover, the narrow potential windows of the solvents limit the applied voltage and frequently induce side reactions, resulting in the deterioration of actuators. Thus ionic liquid electrolytes have become of importance to the success of these devices. [154] [155] [156] [157] [158] [159] [160] The rst study of the use of ILs for ionic EAP actuators was reported on conducting polymer actuators. 156 The actuator of this type is driven by doping and undoping of p-conjugated polymers caused by the redox reactions, which induces expansion or contraction of the conducting polymers due to the insertion or expulsion of dopant ions. [148] [149] [150] Mattes et al. reported 156 that conducting polymers are electrochemically cycled (doped and undoped) in ILs with enhanced lifetimes without failure and fast cycle switching speeds.
The conducting polymer actuators involve electrochemical reactions for the actuation, which frequently shorten the life time and lengthen the response time. Ionic EAP actuators, operating on a basis similar to the electric double layer capacitors described in the previous section, appear to offer signicant advantages in terms of the simplicity and durability of actuator structure. Ionic-polymer metal composites 151, 152 and carbon nanotube actuators 153 belong to this class. Such actuators generally have a trilaminar structure consisting of a polymer electrolyte membrane sandwiched between electrode layers and exhibit a bending motion (Fig. 10 ). Naon™ membranes have been widely used to construct this type of actuator which can be driven in aqueous solutions or under wet conditions. Polymer electrolytes containing ILs exhibit high ionic conductivity under dry conditions and even under reduced pressures, 161 and consequently they are quite promising materials in this context. Such polymer electrolytes are easily available by free-radical polymerization (gelation) in the presence of ILs, 155, 162, 163 ionogels formed in ILs from silica networks 164 or the sol/gel transition of crystalline uorinated copolymers in ILs, 165, 166 and self-organization of amphiphilic block copolymers [167] [168] [169] [170] and ionomers 171, 172 in ILs.
Amongst these, the utilization of block copolymers is of great interest since this methodology may have the potential to afford easily processable and mechanically strong polymer electrolytes by utilizing self-assembly of the block copolymers. ABA-triblock copolymers, polystyrene-block-poly(methyl methacrylate)-blockpolystyrene (SMS), were synthesized by successive atom-transfer radical polymerizations (Fig. 11 ). 173 Polymer electrolytes consisting of SMS and [C 2 mim][NTf 2 ] were then self-assembled into a micro phase-separated structure, where polystyrene (PS) is phase-separated to form sphere domains that serve as physical crosslinking points because PS is not compatible with [C 2 mim]-[NTf 2 ], while a continuous poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) phase dissolved in [C 2 mim][NTf 2 ] is formed to serve as the ion conduction path. 173 The polymer electrolytes were then used as an electrolyte of an ionic EAP actuator, along with composite carbon electrodes; by applying low voltages (<3.0 V) to the electrodes, the actuator exhibited a so bending motion. 173 A simple model of the actuation mechanisms was proposed by taking the difference in ionic mobility (transference number) and ionic size between the cations and anions of the IL into consideration. 174 This model indicates that the magnitude of deformation is in proportion to the accumulated charge in the electric double layer and discriminates the behavior of the actuators in terms of the products of transference numbers and ionic volumes. 174 Future challenges in this eld revolve around the need for faster response times, which rely on high conductivity in the IL. Hydrophobicity of the IL is also a valuable feature that ensures that higher voltage operation is not impaired by water absorption from the atmosphere.
Hydrogen generation by water splitting
Ionic liquids have recently made a signicant impact on a quite different aspect of electrochemical energy generation and storage the generation of hydrogen as a fuel from water (also frequently referred to as "water splitting") by direct solar energy input, or by electrolysis from renewable sources of electricity. Research has focussed on two distinct aspects of this application: (i) the use of (hydrated) ILs as the solvent/electrolyte in the water splitting process and (ii) the use of ILs as the solvent/electrolyte in the electrosynthesis of the electro-catalytic materials that drive the reaction, in particular for the water oxidation reaction. Interestingly it is catalytic materials produced from ILs that have subsequently proven to produce fascinating and surprising outcomes when used in water splitting from an IL electrolyte, so we will begin by discussing these new catalysts here.
Water splitting involves the simultaneous oxidation and reduction of water. The four electron water oxidation reaction to oxygen, 2H 2 O ¼ O 2 + 4H + + 4e À , (also known as the 'oxygen evolution reaction', OER) is by far the more sluggish, compared to the water reduction reaction. Typically more than 450 mV overpotential is required to drive the OER at useful rates. This represents a very signicant energy loss (as heat) compared to the available energy content of the hydrogen produced (more than one quarter of the total energy input to the reaction). Thus tremendous effort has focussed recently on developing and understanding water oxidation electrocatalysts, to an extent taking some inspiration from Nature since photosynthesis in plants involves a similar OER process and has evolved an oxomanganese cluster as the catalytic centre for this process. Thus manganese oxide catalysts, MnO x (where x is typically between 1.5 and 2), have been intensively investigated using a variety of synthetic strategies, including classical aqueous electrodeposition. Following on from some original semiconductor electrodeposition studies of Izgorodin, 175 Zhou et al. 176 investigated the use of ethylammonium nitrate ionic liquid as the electrolyte to carry out the electrosynthesis of MnO x layers at elevated temperatures (100-150 C). One of the main features of the IL was to enable the use of a reactant amount of water in the mixture at these elevated temperatures without the need for a pressure vessel. Characterisation of the electrodeposit reveals a composition similar to that of the mineral Birnessite in which the ethylammonium cation is entrained in the structure in place of the alkali cation. The electrochemical performance of these catalysts in the OER is extremely good, producing signicantly higher currents at lower overpotentials than other known MnO x catalysts (Fig. 12 ). Extending this work to the other major family of high activity OER electrocatalysts based on earth abundant elements, i.e. the cobalt oxides, showed similar results, 177 exhibiting some of the highest OER activity levels ever observed at room temperature and equalling that of the champion precious metal oxides. Exploring the role of the cation in this electrodeposition reaction reveals that among the primary alkylammonium cations, the small ethylammonium cation appears to be close to optimal, possibly because in other cases the increasing hydrophobicity of the alkyl chain at longer chain lengths alters the compatibility of the cation with the oxide structure. Nonetheless there is much yet to learn about the role of the IL cation in these materials and potential for further improvement in their properties.
ILs also have the potential to play a role as electrolyte and solvent in the water splitting reaction itself, the reactant water being simply a solute in the reaction mixture. One hypothesis proposes that if dissolving the water molecules into an appropriate IL has the effect of breaking hydrogen bonds and thereby increasing their free energy, then a smaller energy input would be required in the water splitting reaction. The free energy might approach that of gaseous water which requires around 10 kJ mol À1 lower free energy input. Such a process must thermodynamically involve a water dissolution process that is endothermic (the energy of H-bond disruption). In fact, such ionic liquids exist -[C 2 mim] [B(CN) 4 ] is a good example; we are not aware that its DH of mixing has ever been quantied and such data are desperately needed, but the endothermic water addition to the IL is very easily observed. However, water electrolysis in this ionic liquid only produced a narrowing of the potential window, from its usual 1.23 V, at elevated temperatures around 150 C. 178 On the other hand protic ionic liquids have emerged as fascinating players in this endeavour. Ground-breaking work by Izgorodin 179 showed that when the MnO x electrocatalysts carry out the water oxidation reaction in a protic IL buffer-water mixture, the product is diverted into the two electron oxidation product, hydrogen peroxide, at impressively low over-potentials (150-250 mV) ; data are shown for the case of basic butyl ammonium sulphate buffer (BAS)-water mixtures in Fig. 12 .
Ab initio calculations of possible H-bonded solvation structures of H 2 O 2 in the PIL-buffer showed that the H-bonding environment, Fig. 13 , is more stable than would normally be the case in an aqueous electrolyte. This suggest that the H 2 O 2 is solvated into the IL and thereby removed from the electrode where further oxidation might occur. The energy difference calculated was sufficient to explain the shi in redox potential for the H 2 O/H 2 O 2 couple that would be required to place it at lower potential than the OER on these electrodes.
That the water oxidation reaction can be carried out at low overpotential is an extremely important step in achieving the goal of an energy efficient route to hydrogen via water splitting since the H 2 O 2 can be decomposed into oxygen in a separate step as shown conceptually in Fig. 14. Investigation of the role of IL structure and the IL buffering action 180 of the excess base that is present in these electrolytes can surely produce improvements on these early studies and we commend the attention of the IL electrochemical eld to this signicant area. It is also important to note that advances in the water oxidation area are also key to the reversible metal-air battery technology discussed above, since the charge reaction in such batteries must inevitably involve a water oxidation step and this is currently one of the major sources of inefficiency in these batteries.
Thermal storage applications
In the nal sections of this article we turn our attention to two recently emerging areas of application of ILs in energy technologies that are not of an electrochemical nature. In both cases the usual advantageous properties of ILs are important, however the function is one stemming from tuneable chemical or phase properties of the liquid. In the rst of these we discuss emerging thermal energy transfer and storage applications.
The development of solar troughs and solar towers has enabled thermal energy to be concentrated to the extent that solar energy can be used to drive traditional steam cycles, thus providing alternatives to the use of fossil fuels. 181 Material advances that are fundamental to the success of solar thermal power generation include the heat transfer uids that allow for adequate thermal energy absorption and transfer to the power loop, along with thermal storage media to enable a supply of thermal energy when solar radiation levels drop. While concentrated solar thermal loops can be interfaced to traditional high temperature steam power cycles, Organic Rankine Cycles (ORCs) are also an emerging option for lower temperature operation in small scale and remote area applications. These ORCs thus generate interest in thermal energy storage at temperatures in the 75-200 C range that is not easily achieved with traditional materials. Phase change materials store thermal energy in the latent heat of a phase transition, and materials with a high enthalpy of fusion can absorb (or release) signicant amounts of energy in the vicinity of the phase change temperature. ILs and organic salts having melting points above 75 C clearly have signicant potential in this context; their enormously broad range of cation and anion choices offers the ability to design-in both a desirable solid-liquid temperature range and also the necessary thermal properties. However, fundamental data to guide their use in emerging thermal energy technologies remains somewhat limited. The key properties of liquids that are used as a heat transfer and storage media are density, heat capacity, thermal conductivity, phase change temperatures, enthalpy of fusion, DH f , thermal decomposition temperature, ash point, and viscosity. Although the range of ILs that has been fully characterized is somewhat narrow, certain design rules for thermal properties are starting to emerge as we discuss below.
One of the desirable features of ILs and organic salts in thermal energy storage is their expanded liquidus range (we expand our vision here to include a broader range of salts that have melting points above 100 C). The melting point can easily be adjusted by choice of the cation or anion, for example as demonstrated by Terasawa et al. 182 Zhu et al. 183 have recently reported enthalpy of fusion values for a family of alkylimidazolium bromide ionic liquids, and demonstrated that this value could be systematically increased by lengthening the alkyl chain. The largest DH f that they reported, 153 J g À1 , was for [C 16 mim]Br at T m ¼ 372 K. More recently Vijayaraghavan et al. 184 have described a series of protic salts that have DH f as high as 190 J g À1 (¼260 MJ m À3 ) which places them amongst the best known phase change materials in this medium temperature range. This ability to tailor the melting transition in this type of organic salt can potentially provide great design exibility for niche applications. In addition to latent energy storage, which depends on the heat of fusion, sensible energy storage, dependent on the heat capacity (as discussed below), can be benecial in supporting these thermal energy storage systems.
In heat transfer applications the heat capacity of the uid is one of the key properties; Paulechka et al. have reviewed heat capacity measurements in ILs recently. 185 As expected for such a diverse range of compounds, the molar heat capacity has wide ranging values. For this application, however, the more relevant quantity is specic heat per unit volume, and in these terms a typical IL value is $2 J K À1 cm À3 , similar to common polyols and hydrocarbons, indicating a possible role for ILs in this context where their thermal stability is a key property.
In both thermal energy storage and transfer, the thermal conductivity of the uid is of signicance. The ILs characterized to date appear to have slightly higher thermal conductivities than those of other organic molecular liquids such as methanol or toluene; 186, 187 for example values of approximately 0.2 W m À1 K À1 have been measured for [C 4 mim][BF 4 ] and [C 2 mim][BF 4 ], 115 which is higher than many conventionally used heat transfer uids. The temperature dependence of thermal conductivity was observed to be minimal over the range studied (300-400 K). Studies conducted on imidazolium compounds show that small structural changes in the IL can signicantly impact the thermal conductivity and this effect is worthy of considerable further study. There is also relatively little known about the structure dependence of thermal conductivity in the solid phases of these materials.
Carbon dioxide capture and separation
Using ionic liquids to assist in separating CO 2 from other gases has become a topic of considerable activity in both academic and industrial spheres. As an approach to capturing CO 2 , post combustion, from power station ue gases it has become an important goal world-wide to improve the sustainability of the use of coal in power generation. In recent years many publications have appeared dealing with IL-CO 2 interactions of one sort or another and readers interested in technical surveys of IL-CO 2 research are urged to peruse some of the excellent recent reviews as a starting point for this body of work. [188] [189] [190] The Davis group was one of the rst to report the synthesis of ILs specically targeted towards the chemical capture of CO 2 , and to demonstrate their capacity to do so. 191 Because this type of CO 2 capture involves formation of a carbamate from the CO 2 and an amine functionality in the IL (Fig. 15 ) it can be accomplished at low partial pressures; this is especially attractive for use in the postcombustion situation, which is probably the largest currently conceived end-use of the technology. Indeed, the intervening decade has seen an intense interest in these materials form the research community, as well as a large number of prospective end-users, most of them commercial enterprises.
One of the key issues in this application of ILs is the economics of the process. Carbon capture is not a prot center for large generators of CO 2 such as electric power utilities, which are being increasingly pressured or even legally mandated to engage in the activity. Indeed, carbon capture will be a net cost (even if the captured CO 2 is sold, for example for enhanced oil recovery), and these costs will be passed along to consumers. No matter how well-conceived and well-intended, carbon credits and cap-and-trade schemes of various sorts will not eliminate the costs of carbon capture, they will only shi the burden between the generators, government and the consumer. As a consequence, it is important that any new IL proposed must be as inexpensive to make and use as possible. 192 In particular the volumes required to accomplish CO 2 capture using ILs of the type in Fig. 15 would, on the scales envisioned, be prohibitively expensive. Indeed, it is quite possible to conceive of a situation where the required quantity of the IL would cost more to buy and use than the cost of nes imposed for failing to capture the CO 2 . Thus recent research efforts have set out to design and synthesize effective CO 2 -capturing ILs that were made from the most basic and inexpensive building blocks that be could make to work. 193 Variations that tether the functional groups to the anion 194 have also been explored. In general, these compounds capture CO 2 in higher per-mole quantities than the IL in Fig. 15 . Several of the ILs reported have segued now into more advanced stages of evaluation and development, and are even commercially manufactured. 195 A representative example of this type is shown in Fig. 16 .
Clearly, any IL proposed for CO 2 capture should be designed with its potential toxicological effects in mind. If the ILs or other components of IL-containing systems contrived to accomplish CO 2 capture are themselves easily introduced into the environment (especially in sizeable amounts), then we may end up replacing one environmental issue with another. While the whole CO 2 -reactive IL effort is rationally rooted in the subversion of the evaporative discharge of the capture material into the environment, other avenues of its introductionliquid spills, especiallymust be conceived of as possible (perhaps even likely given the number of potential point sources at which they may be deployed). We must strive to design ILs that are effective, but as likely as possible to be biologically innocuous.
The energetics of the CO 2 capture and release must also be considered carefully. The ue gas stream to be treated may be at temperatures ranging from 70 C to 120 C. The IL must bind tightly enough, thermodynamically, to the CO 2 to capture it at this temperature. At the same time, the IL must be recycled by removing (and concentrating) the captured CO 2 . This is most Fig. 15 Structure of the first ionic liquid designed and proven capable of reversible, covalent capture of CO 2 . One mole of this IL captures 0.5 moles of CO 2 , by way of carbamate salt formation. This mechanism is the same as that by which CO 2 capture occurs using monoethanolamine, the industry-standard reagent. Fig. 16 A second-generation CO 2 -reactive IL. This type of compound is rapidly prepared in a process that uses inexpensive commodity chemicals, has low energy demand, and gives high yields. 193 Further, the anions of these compounds belong to an ion class (taurinehomotaurine) that is generally non-toxic, and cations can be chosen (shown is choline) which are similarly likely to have innocuous or at least comparatively tolerable toxicological characteristics. commonly achieved via heating. As a consequence, a perverse dynamic exists in which IL design factors favouring one part of the process (absorption) can disfavour the other (desorption). Walking a thermodynamic tightrope in this regard is unavoidable, and it needs to be done with care as a large part of the cost to industry of the overall carbon-capture process is the energy used to recycle the capture agent. A further confounding factor that is oen overlooked in the literature is the role of the everpresent water vapour in this process. Post-combustion gas streams contain about equal amounts of CO 2 and water and the capture mechanism must be capable of working under various conditions of water level.
Even in best-case scenarios, the volumes of ILs needed to accomplish ue gas CO 2 capture are enormous. Note that the size of the vessels needed to contain them will increase with their volumes, as will the heat required for recycling, and recycle residence times due to heat conduction factors. Accordingly, when it comes to IL design, one needs to think small. There may be a great design in mind for an IL that will capture one mole of CO 2 per mole of IL, but if the IL has a molar mass of 1000 amu, the mass and volume of the compound per ton of CO 2 absorbed will be prohibitively large.
An alternative approach to the CO 2 capture problem is via selective membrane based separation from the ue gases. 196, 197 A number of ionic liquid containing polymer blends and polyionic liquid (also known as polyelectrolyte) materials have been investigated for this purpose. [198] [199] [200] In this approach the function of the membrane is to selectively absorb and transport CO 2 across the membrane and the ionic liquid component can serve as either or both the absorbent or as a transport facilitator. Low volatility is a vital property in this application as loss of IL components from the membrane is ultimately destructive to its function. The IL component offers a particularly useful approach to tuning the selective absorption of CO 2 based on the functionality that can be introduced into either or both of the ions, although in this case strong binding is undesirable as it impedes desorption on the other side of the membrane. As for liquid absorbents, water in the gas stream is a feature of the situation and membrane materials need to be able to work in a distinctly high water vapour pressure environment.
Industrial interest in these technologies is clearly strong, and based upon both patent publications and anecdotal indicators, growing. Nonetheless there is considerable further research needed to develop and optimise IL functionality for both liquid and membrane absorption functions, in particular focussed on the economic issues of this very high volume application and delving more deeply into the factors that control the thermodynamics of the absorption/desorption process.
Challenges, prospects and opportunities
Because of the almost limitless tunability of ILs, there is enormous scope to explore structure-property relationships that will support the development of enhanced electrochemical and thermal performance. Depending on the property being investigated, changes in the chemical character of the cation and anion (size, charge distribution, metal complexing, lipophilicity, etc.) and the nature of substituted functional groups can have markedly different effects. This offers various different design points to construct ions with a specic subset of properties. A particular property requirement that emerges at many points in the discussion above is "low-cost" and there is therefore a strong need for the development of ILs that are orders of magnitude less expensive than rst generation ILs, while still retaining the basic properties that make them attractive in the energy applications.
Considerable work is also needed to more deeply characterize the IL families of known interest in the energy sciences. Understanding this relationship between IL structure and the thermochemical and electrochemical properties of these uids in particular by applying quantum chemical, molecular dynamics and quantitative structure property relationship methodshas signicant potential to support further breakthroughs in energy applications and we strongly recommend the theoretical community to these important computational tasks. Quantitatively understanding the link between molecular structure and electrochemical and transport properties is one of the grand challenges of this eld. The challenge becomes even greater when the speciation of electroactive metal ions in the IL is of vital signicance, as is almost certainly the case in all of the battery applications discussed here. Further understanding of these speciation equilibria in ILs is desperately needed. In all of the electrochemical applications the interlayer that is formed at the charged electrode plays an important role and this needs to be more thoroughly explored, whether it be a double layer structure or a more complex, chemically distinct layer. However the distinction between those two is possibly less clear-cut than is oen assumed and further advances in investigating the compositional details of these more complex interlayers at the nano level would enable signicant advances in engineering their structure.
In conclusion, it is our view that ionic liquids have a strong contribution to make in the energy sciences to address some of the most pressing issues of our time. However, much remains to be done and we encourage researchers to take up these challenges with a clear and enduring focus on what is genuinely of benet in each area.
